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Abstract
In multiagent domains with adversarial and cooperative team
agents, team agents should be adaptive to the current environment and opponent. We introduce an online method to provide the agents with team plans that a “coach” agent generates
in response to the specific opponents. The coach agent can
observe the agents’ behaviors but it has only periodic communication with the rest of the team. The coach uses a Simple Temporal Network to represent team plans as coordinated
movements among the multiple agents and the coach searches
for an opponent-dependent plan for its teammates. This plan
is then communicated to the agents, who execute the plan
in a distributed fashion, using information from the plan to
maintain consistency among the team members. In order for
these plans to be effective and adaptive, models of opponent
movement are used in the planning. The coach is then able
to quickly select between different models online by using a
Bayesian style update on a probability distribution over the
models. Planning then uses the model which is found to be
the most likely. The system is fully implemented in a simulated robotic soccer environment. In several recent games
with completely unknown adversarial teams, the approach
demonstrated a visible adaptation to the different teams.

Introduction
Multiagent domains can include team and adversarial
agents. One of the main challenges of such domains is the
coordination and the response of teammates to the adversarial agents. This paper contributes our work to address
this problem. We use the concrete simulated robotic soccer
platform, which is a rich multiagent environment, including fully distributed agents in two different teams of up to
eleven agents. Of additional interest is a “coach” agent for
each team. The coach has a centralized view of the world,
and it can communicate with its teammates, but only at occasional times. In the robotic soccer domain, these times
are when the game is stopped for some reason. This type
of scenario is one instance of the Periodic Synchronization
Domains (Stone & Veloso 1999) where team agents can periodically synchronize their team strategies.
Our work is driven by the goal of significantly improving
the performance of teams of agents through their adaptation
and effective response to different adversarial teams. Indeed
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an excellent robotic soccer team should change strategies
as a function of the adversary that it plays against. Extensive work has been done on adapting the teammates’ behavior to their opponents, mainly at the individual low-level
of positioning and interactions between a small number of
agents (Veloso, Bowling, & Stone 1999; Stone, Riley, &
Veloso 2000). The procedure for these positioning adaptations does not change throughout a game, limiting the degree
to which the team adapts to the opponent team’s behaviors.
This paper reports our work on going one additional major step towards the adaptive response of teammates to the
opponent, by gathering and responding to the opponents’
behaviors throughout the game. We specifically focus on
responding effectively after the game is stopped, in what
are known as setplay situations. Several preset setplay
plans (Stone, Riley, & Veloso 2000; Stone, Veloso, & Riley
1999; Veloso et al. 1998) have been introduced which indeed provide great opportunities to position the teammates
strategically and have been shown to impact the performance
of a team. In this work, we contribute adaptive setplays
which change and improve throughout a game as a function
of and in response to the opponent team’s behavior.
We use our coach agent that compiles the necessary overall view of how the opponent team behaves. The coach communicates to its teammates a team plan which is executed
and monitored in a fully distributed manner. In a nutshell,
here is the complete overview of our ATAC approach, standing for Adaptive Team-Adversarial Coaching, as reported
in this paper. The coach agent is equipped with a number of
pre-defined opponent models. These models are probabilistic representations of predicted opponents locations. The
models can then be matched to observed movements of the
opponent agents. The coach continues to gather observations and when the game is stopped, e.g., due to an out-ofbound call, the coach rapidly takes advantage of the short
available time to create a team setplay plan that is a function
of the matched modeled opponent’s behavior. The plan is
generated through a hill-climbing search in plan space using an evaluation function that embeds the predictions of the
opponent model perceived to be the most likely during the
game. The plan generation, in addition to the recognition of
the opponents’ model, notably uses the model to predict the
opponent agents’ behaviors. In addition to this plan creation
algorithm per se, one additional challenge of this research

was the selection and use of an appropriate plan representation. We use a Simple Temporal Network based representation that effectively captures the temporal dependencies
between the plan steps, and, most importantly, explicitly
records bounds on the expected execution times of the actions. The setplay plans, as generated and delivered by the
coach to the teammates, notably include the necessary information for the agents to execute and monitor the team plan
in a fully distributed manner. The coach also observes the
execution of the plan generated in order to update the selection of an appropriate model for the current opponent. Our
overall ATAC approach created a variety of setplay plans in
adaptation to completely unknown opponent teams.

Multi-Agent Plans
Plan Representation
A pictorial representation of the type of plan generated is
shown in Figure 1. A teammate starts with the ball at the
bottom of the figure. It passes the ball up and to the right,
and simultaneously the middle teammate moves to receive
the pass. Also, the other teammate at the top of the figure
simultaneously moves to position itself to receive the next
pass. When the middle teammate starts that pass, the top
agent moves to receive it.

The Environment
ATAC is fully implemented in the Soccer Server System (Noda et al. 1998) as used in RoboCup (Kitano et al.
1997). The Soccer Server System is a server-client system
which simulates soccer between distributed agents. Clients
communicate using a standard network protocol with welldefined actions. The server keeps track of the current state
of the world, executes the actions which the clients request,
and periodically sends each agent noisy, incomplete information about the world. Agents receive noisy information
about the direction and distance of objects on the field (the
ball, players, goals, etc.); information is provided only for
objects in the field of vision of the agent.
There are 11 independent players on each side, as well
as a “coach” agent who has a global view of the world, but
whose only action is to send short messages to the players
while the ball is out of play.
Actions must be selected in real-time, with each of the
agents having an opportunity to act 10 times a second. Each
of these action opportunities is known as a “cycle.” Visual
information is sent 6 or 7 times per second. Over a standard 10 minute game, this gives 6000 action opportunities
and 4000 receipts of visual information. In order to handle
the real-time constraints, efficient abstraction of important
information is needed.
The agents can communicate, but the communication is of
limited bandwidth and unreliable. Further, only agents close
to the player who is talking will be able to hear the message.
The coach is able to communicate with all of the players on
the field, when communication from the coach is available.
A few points which are especially related to this work
should be noted. The score and global clock are the only
shared state features. For all other information, the agents
must rely on their own local view. Because of noise in localization and sensing of objects, there is inconsistent knowledge of the locations of objects. It is possible to make this
information mostly consistent among the agents, but it takes
time for the agents to communicate. Another crucial point
of our special interest is the presence of an active and intelligent opponent team.
Technical details about the Soccer Server System can be
found at (Rob 2001).
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Figure 1: An Example Plan
A plan is represented as a Simple Temporal Network, as
introduced in (Dechter, Meiri, & Pearl 1991). A Simple
Temporal Network (or STN for short) is a directed graph that
represents the temporal constraints between events. Each
node in the graph represents an event, and each edge represents a temporal constraint between the events.
For example, in Figure 2, there are “Start Pass”, “Start
Goto”, “End Pass”, “End Goto”, and “Initial Position”
nodes, representing the beginning and ending of events.
Each node also has information associated with it (not
shown) about which agent is responsible for bringing about
this event and details about the event. For example, a “Start
Goto” node is labeled with the location where the agent
should go. Note also that the “Initial Position” node is a
privileged node which must be executed by
all
 of the agents
first. The edges’ labels are of the form
. For an edge

from event   to  , this means that   must occur at least
time steps after   , but no more than time steps. Note that
these values can be negative (which means that  can occur
before   ), as well as infinity.
The nodes represent events which the agents must bring
about through their actions. Events in general have the following properties:
Type Specifies a domain-specific type of event. The types
of events we use are described below. The type determines several important properties for the plan execution,

and
points to a “Start Goto” node (for the receiver).
This event is completed when the receiver controls the
ball.
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Figure 2: An Example Simple Temporal Network (STN)
including precondition monitors and execution test functions.
Agents Indicates which agent(s) are responsible for bringing about the occurrence of this event.
Node Pointer Some nodes require pointers to other nodes
in the plan. These pointers are not edges in the graph.
They are a way for a single copy of information (such as
an agent list) to exist in the network and have that information easily accessible by several nodes.
Additional Data Other information may be required for
particular applications. In this work, many events also
have locations associated with them. Details on how these
locations are used are indicated below.
In the robotic soccer
the following events:
  domain,
   we
use

Initial
Position


Describes
which agents
  
( 
) are involved in the set play
the
 and
 
 locations
). This is
on the field where they should start ( 
also the root node for execution; this event must occur
before any other. This node is completed when the play
begins.



Start Goto
Specifies the location to which agent
should start moving. This node
is completed once the

agent has begun to move to . This node is also used to
indicate the receiver of a pass.

End Goto
Represents the conclusion of the move began
by the “Start Goto” node pointed to by . This
node is

completed when the agent gets to the location (from the
“Start Goto” node).


Start Pass 
Represents an agent kicking the ball to
a location (where another agent should receive it). It is
completed once the ball leaves the agent’s virtual foot.
 
End Pass 
Represents the conclusion of a pass. In
particular,  points to a “Start Pass” node (for the kicker)





Clear Ball(
) Represents an agent kicking the ball to a
location . This differs from a “Start Pass” node because
no particular agent is expected to get the ball. There is no
associated end node, because the plan is always complete
after a “Clear Ball” node executes.
Plan execution basically consists of the agents performing
the events (being careful to respect the temporal constraints,
see below), and observing the world to know the current
state of the plan. Once the agent is no longer responsible
for bringing about the occurrence of any events in the plan
(i.e. it is not in the agent list for any uncompleted node), it
considers its role complete.
The authors are not aware of any other work where STNs
are used as a multi-agent plan representation. However,
there are several features of STNs which make them appealing for multi-agent plans.
The network very naturally represents the parallelism of
agents’ actions. The temporal constraints express some
basic needed coordination between the agents.
Temporal constraints can be used to help agents detect
failures in the plan. For example, in the top three nodes
of the plan in Figure 2, if the agent intended to receive the
pass has not received the ball by 25 cycles after the ball
was kicked, then the plan is declared failed. The agent
can then abort the plan and use other reactive behaviors.
If an event  is not ready to execute because of temporal
constraints, the network represents which event(s) are preventing  from being ready. This means that if an agent is
responsible for executing an event that is not ready, it can
determine where in the world to look to see the event holding  (the event which is preventing  from being ready).
For example, in some cases a “Start Goto” node is constrained to occur after a “Start Pass” node. The agent for
the “Start Goto” node knows that it must look at the agent
which is starting the pass in order to determine when to
start moving.

Plan Execution
Muscettola, Morris, & Tsamardinos have described a “dispatching execution” algorithm for STN execution (Muscettola, Morris, & Tsamardinos 1998). This allows easy and efficient propagation of temporal constraints through the network at the cost of adding edges. The first step is to construct
the “all-pairs”
 closure of the STN (i.e. make an edge from
every node to every
 other node whose length is the shortest path from to ). Muscettola et al describe a method to
then prune some of those edges to reduce the time requirements of plan execution, which is important for STNs consisting of thousands of nodes. However, since we are working with networks of tens of nodes instead of thousands, we
do not prune any edges.
Our execution algorithm extends the dispatching execution algorithm to the multi-agent case. We use the dispatching algorithm (unchanged) to maintain information about

time bounds for executions of events. The agents execute
the following steps at every cycle:
1. Global Monitors: Each agent checks the world state for
conditions which indicate plan failure, such as the opposing agents controlling the ball.
2. Node Completion: Each agent looks at every node to determine if the conditions for that event being completed
have occurred. For example, an “End Pass” event has occurred if the receiving agent has control of the ball. That
information is passed to the dispatching execution algorithm and a check is done for out of order execution or
other violated temporal constraints.
3. Find Node to Execute: Each agent locates the node
which it is next required to execute. If there is no such
node, the agent’s role in the plan is complete. We require that the nodes for a particular agent be fully ordered,
which means that at any time at most one node for an
agent will be ready to execute.
4. Node Precondition Monitor: Some event nodes have
constraint monitors (or preconditions) on their execution.
For example, the “Start Pass” node requires that the agent
believes the teammate intended to receive the ball will be
able to get it. This decision is based on a learned decision
tree (Stone 2000) or other analytic methods (McAllester
has such constraints, they are veri& Stone 2000). If
fied here.
5. Watch Constraining Node: If temporal constraints
(from the dispatching algorithm) indicate that
is not
must execute
ready to execute because another node
first, then the agent looks to the location on the field where
should execute.





6. Wait for Time: If temporal constraints (from the dispatching algorithm) indicate that
is not ready to execute simply because more time needs to pass, the agent
scans the field to monitor the state of the world.
7. Execute Node: Otherwise, the agent works towards executing . This may consist of kicking the ball, turning
towards a target, running to a point, etc. All of these
behaviors uses the reactive CMUnited99 (Stone, Riley,
& Veloso 2000) layer to get robust performance of such
commands as “get the ball” or “kick the ball hard in direction .”
Several features of the soccer simulation environment are
different from the other environments in which STNs have
typically been used. We chose to use STNs because of
their rich temporal expressibility. Much previous work (such
as (Intille & Bobick 1999)) has more limited temporal expressibility in plans. First, and most importantly is the multiagent aspect. STNs have typically been used solely to help
in the scheduling of interrelated tasks, not in the coordination between agents. A related problem caused by noisy,
partial observability is that the agents may have different
ideas about when an event actually occurred. Further, even
the agent which is executing an event can not precisely control when the event will occur. For example, the motion of
kicking in a particular direction is a complicated series of
turns, dashes, and weak and powerful kicks. There is no



obvious way to predict how long it will take the reactive
CMUnited99 behavior to execute to completion. Lastly, all
execution is noisy in space also. If an agent tries to kick in
a particular direction, the ball will only approximately head
that direction. This means the agents have to be flexible in
plan execution to what actually occurs. If the temporal constraints are too tight, even mostly normal executions will be
aborted.
In short, we use the STN plan to track two separate questions: “What should each agent be doing at each time step?”
and “What have all the other agents done up to this time
step?” In most STN applications, only the first question is
addressed; the executor is assumed to be the only agent.
Morris and Muscettola (Morris & Muscettola 2000) have
considered allowing there to be some uncertainty in the temporal execution of some events. However, they are more
concerned with guaranteeing that execution will be successful, while we are more interested in the optimistic possibility
that there is still some valid execution in the given temporal
constraints. Also, they do not address the multi-agent aspects which are important to this work.

Plan Creation
We divide the process of plan creation into four steps:
1. Waypoint Planning: This module plans the ball’s trajectory as a series of straight line segments (i.e. passes).
Constraints are put on the length of the segments, but
agent movements are not part of this step.
2. Role Making: Given the planned trajectory for the ball,
this step creates roles for agents.
3. STN Compilation: This step takes the output from the
role making step and turns it into a Simple Temporal Network.
4. Agent Instantiation: At this point, actual agents are assigned to the roles in the plan.

Waypoint Planning
In order to plan the waypoints, we use models of opponent
movement. The next section fully describes these models,
but for the purposes of this section, we can just that say that
waypoint planning is a path planning problem with straightline segments, and dynamic, probabilistic obstacles (the obstacles are the opponents). The sense of “probabilistic” here
is that the obstacles are not fixed regions, but rather we have
a probability distribution over their locations.
Part of what makes this problem challenging is that it is
not even clear what it means to have a solution. There may
be one path that is extremely long, and goes through an obstacle with very low probability, and another path that is
much shorter but has a higher probability of going through
an obstacle. To decide which path is better requires a tradeoff in the length and safety of the path. Further, we do not
have a single goal position, but rather an ordered set of positions.
These constraints make it difficult to apply many of the
traditional path planning methods, such as those described
by Latombe(1991). Planning methods which deal with uncertainty do not usually handle obstacles whose location is

only probabilistic. Rather, they are more focused on dealing
with noisy execution when following the path. Approaches
which deal with moving obstacles do not address uncertainty
in obstacle location.
The
algorithm, developed by Stentz (1994) was also
considered. However,
is mostly useful for replanning
when obstacles are observed to move, not handling the upfront probabilistic movements we model here.
In order to plan in this challenging domain, we decided to
directly write an evaluation function for paths and use hillclimbing on a set of paths to find a locally optimal path. We
first describe the hillclimbing algorithm and then describe
the evaluation function.
Our path planning algorithm is then as follows:
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Note that sometimes (decided by the variable ) we move
only a single point in a hillclimbing step and sometimes we
move the entire tails of paths. We found experimentally that
using both techniques allows us to escape more local minima.
The hillclimbing runs for a fixed number of cycles.
Halfway through that time the set is reduced to just the
path with the current best evaluation. This allows the second half of the hillclimbing to focus on improving a single
path as much as possible.
The set of starting paths are preset and depend on the location of the ball. This allows us to very effectively incorporate domain knowledge into the planner. An example of such
knowledge is that it is better to get the ball downfield and for
the ball not to be in front of our own goal. We effectively
give a set of possible “shapes” for the path and the waypoint
planner optimizes among and around those choices.
The crucial part for the hillclimbing method is the evaluation function. We use the following weighted factors:
Ball control at end
If the last segment of the path is a pass, we are in control
of the ball at the end of the play (this has value 1.0). If the
last segment of the pass is a send (kicking the ball downfield with no specific agent designated to get the ball), this
has value 0.0.



Ball’s end location
The value here depend on whether we are in control of
the ball at the end of the play. In general getting the ball
near the goal and the opponent’s baseline has high value,
and just getting the ball further downfield is also of high
value. A sample of the function is shown in Figure 3.
Length of path

Figure 3: Sample evaluation function for the final location
of the ball. Darker is a higher evaluation. The top figure is
for a pass (where we control the ball) and the bottom is for
a send (where the ball is kicked to no particular agent at the
end of the play)
Plans that are too long have a lower chance of succeeding
and plans that are too short do not add much over reactive
behaviors. Therefore, plans with length 3 (i.e. 3 passes or
2 passes and a send) have the highest value and the value
degrades from there.
Average path danger
Maximum path danger
Evaluation of these characteristics is implemented in two
different ways. Note that high value here represents a high
degree of pass safety.
The first method samples the probability distributions of
all the players in a triangle from the start of the pass to
the end of the pass (see Figure 4). In order to deal with
the problem that all probabilities tend to decrease as the
length of the pass increases, we multiply the probability
by a factor which grows as the time grows. We call this
new quantity the “occupancy” of the triangle. The average and maximum values here are just 1.0 minus the
average/maximum occupancy of all the passes.
The second method uses just the means of the distributions of the opponents to estimate the probability of a
pass’s success. This method (McAllester & Stone 2000)
is used during the game play to evaluate many different
passing options. It was designed to be run extremely
quickly, improving the speed of the hillclimbing steps.
However, distributional information (such as the variance)

Area in
which to sample

End
Point
Pass

Start
Point
Figure 4: Sampling the Probability Distributions for Pass
Danger
is ignored by only looking at the mean of the distributions.
The average danger is the average pass success probability while the maximum value is actually the minimum
pass probability.
The second method is much faster and was therefore used
at the RoboCup2000 competition. It is still unclear if either method outperforms the other on overall plan quality
however.
The opponent models (described in the next section) need
to know the starting locations for the players. We use the
current player locations as the opponent starting locations.
Then, throughout the hillclimbing process we periodically
look at where the opponents have moved and reevaluate all
of the plans. There is still the problem that once our team
hears the plan and begin to move, the opponents can move.
Hillclimbing has a good anytime characteristic in that as
soon as our time for this step of planning is up, we have a
plan ready to return (namely the best one so far). It also allows easy application of domain knowledge by giving intelligent seeds. Unfortunately, hillclimbing is also somewhat
time consuming and likely will not return the optimal answer, either because of lack of time or a local maxima.

STN Generation
Once given a target path for the ball, an STN is constructed
that instructs the agents in a way to make the ball follow that
trajectory.
The first step is “Role Making.” A separate role is created for executing each needed pass (i.e. each intersection
of straight line segments). A role consists of all of the locations which the agent will need to move to and where it
will kick the ball. Complication from the offsides rule1 are
handled here.
Next an STN is generated from the list of roles and locations. This is largely just a change in representation since
some basic ordering constraints are present in the output of
the previous step. However, upper and lower bounds are
1

The offsides rule in soccer (and modelled in the Soccer Server)
means that a player on one team can not be closer to the opponent
goal than the last defender when the ball is kicked. This means
that the agents must be aware of when a pass starts in order to stay
onsides correctly.

added based on parameters such as average player speed and
maximum and minimum kick power. These parameters are
obtained by from empirical experiments.
For the “Agent Instantiation step”, each agent independently does a greedy matching of agents to roles. This
is based on the (consistent) notion of the current formation of the team to and distances of home formation positions to starting role position. Formation information and
consistency is obtained through the Locker Room Agreement (Stone & Veloso 1999).

Opponent Models
In order to perform the planning described in the previous
section, we need a model of the opponents’ movements,
specifically to compute the path “danger” (in terms of the
ball being intercepted by the opposing team) in the evaluation function. Because of the short time span in a simulated
soccer game, we decided to fix models ahead of time and to
choose between them during the game. Selecting a model
should be much faster than trying to actually create a model
online.
Conceptually, we want an opponent model to represent
how an opponent plays defense during setplays. We expect
that a wide range of decision making systems of the opponent can be roughly captured by a small set of models. In
order to handle the uncertainty in the environment and to
allow models to represent more information than just a simple predicted location, we use probabilistic models. Given
the recent history of the ball’s movement (from the start of
the set play for example) and the player’s initial location, the
model should give, for each player, a probability distribution
over locations on the field.
Let be the number of players on a team. Let be the
set of positions on the field, discretized to 1m. We represent
the ball movement as a sequence of locations on the field (an
)2 A location for each 
player is a sequence of
element of
positions on the field (an element of ).
An opponent model defines a probability distribution for
each player over the end locations on the field for that player,
given the ballmovement 
and a set of starting positions
for all the players. If  is a probability
distribution
over locations on the field, an opponent model
 is a function:
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Notice that each player’s distribution may depend on the
starting positions of all the opponent players. In order to
avoid having to recursively model what the opponents are
modeling about our movements and our locations, we do
not allow the opponents distributions to depend on our own
player locations. This greatly simplifies the planning described in the above section. The ball movement  is the
planned ball movement. The starting positions for the players are their current locations. We then have a probability
distribution for each player, which is the probabilistic obstacle for the path planning.

Model Selection
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norm. constant

Given a set of opponent models, it is still a challenge to
decide which model best describes the opponent. In other
words, which opponent model should we use in order to get
the best plans from our planner? We assume that the opponent has chosen one of our models at the beginning of
the game and is then independently generating observations
from that model. We can then use a naive Bayes classifier.
We maintain a probability distribution over the models.
The original distribution (the prior) is set by hand. Then,
whenever a planning stage is entered, the model with the
highest probability is used. Upon observing a plan execution, we use observations of that execution to update our
probability distribution over the models.
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next observation update.
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Empirical Results

(3)

We make the following assumptions, in order to simplify
equation 3.
1. The players movements are independent. That is, the
model may generate a probability distribution for player
based on everyone’s starting locations. However, what the
actual observation is for player (assumed to be sampled
from this probability distribution) is independent from the
actual observations of the other players.



The term labeled “norm. constant” is a normalization constant. That is, it does not depend on which model is being
updated, so we don’t have to explicitly calculate those terms.
We calculate the remaining terms and then normalize the result to a probability distribution.
Of course, the opponent hasn’t actually chosen one of our
models from which to generate observations. However, if
any model approximates their behavior closely, that model
should still be the most likely model.
One problem in this approach is that probabilities for
models get arbitrarily close to zero. Because of limited numerical representation, these probabilities may get rounded
to exactly zero in the updating. This can especially be a
problem if an opponent behaves like one model for a while
and then changes to another.
We use a form of weight sharing to handle this problem.
At the end of every update cycle, a small probability mass
(0.1 in our case) is added to every model and then the distribution is renormalized. This prevents any model’s probability from going to 0, while not changing which model is most
likely on any one update.



2. The probability of a particular starting position and ball
movement are independent of the opponent model. This
assumption is questionable since the ball movement (i.e.
plan) generated depends on the opponent model.

We created several opponents models to use for testing. In
all of the models used, the distribution of each players final position is represented by a 2-dimensional Gaussian with
equal variance in all directions. The standard deviation is an
affine function of time (since the beginning of the setplay).
The mean is computed as discussed below.
We used five models for the empirical evaluation. Naturally, the mean of each player’s final distribution is computed relative to the initial position as follows:
No Movement At the initial position of the player
All to Ball Moved towards the ball at a constant speed
All Defensive Moved towards the defensive side of the field
at a constant speed
All Offensive Moved towards the offensive end of the field
at a constant speed
One to Ball This model is slightly different from the others. The ball’s movement is broken down into cycles.
At each cycle, whichever player is closest to the ball is

moved slightly closer. Note that since the ball can move
faster than the players, which player is closest to the ball
can change several times during the ball’s movement. The
final positions of the players are the means of the distributions.

opponents, so the variation of the hillclimbing seeds will be
higher.
The variation of the plans observed by using two different models for planning is also higher than the variation observed for using just a single model. We ran our system on
a set of problems 53 times in order to understand the variation in the plan returned by the hillclimbing approach. Not
surprisingly, the median area is 0, since the same plan is returned many times. If we restrict our attention to just the
set of unique plans returned over these 53 trials, the median
area of 116 is still smaller than the median area between
plans returned by different models. This suggests that, as
expected, the model used causes more variation in the output of the planner than simply results from random variation
in the hillclimbing.

Related Work

Figure 5: Example of the area between paths

Plan Set
Planning seeds
Across opponent models
Within one opponent
model
Within one opponent
model (unique plans)

Median
Area
Difference
315
138
0

Number of
Comparisons
138
223
6625

116

3073

Table 1: Median area differences among several sets of
plans. The area difference roughly captures the variation
among the plans.
In order to evaluate the differences in the plans produced
using opponent models, we compare paths by looking at the
area between them. For example, in Figure 5, the shaded
area is the area between the solid and dotted paths. We use
this area because it expresses in simple terms how different
two paths are. Hence the median area difference between a
set of plans expresses roughly how much variation there is
in a set of plans.
First we look at the variation in our planning seeds. This
gives some idea of the maximum range we could expect
plans to vary. As shown in Table 1, the median area difference in 315. Then, we compare the plans generated when
the only variation is which opponent model is used for planning. Using a different opponent model for planning gives
a median area difference of 138. Not surprisingly, this is
somewhat lower than the median difference between the
planning seeds. The evaluation of a path depends strongly
upon the starting positions of the agents. The seeds are designed to roughly cover all possible starting positions of the

A great deal of work has been done in the area of plan recognition. For example, Tambe(1996) has explored tracking the
high-level intentions of agent teams. This can be useful to
infer events which are not directly observable by an agent.
However, his work requires knowledge of the workings of
the other agent through operator hierarchies. We would like
to be able to relax that requirement for behavior recognition.
Other such as Charniak and Goldman(1993) have explicitly looked at dealing with uncertainty in the observations for
plan recognition. They use Bayesian networks to maintain
probability distributions over possible plans which could
have generated the observed behavior.
Devaney and Ram (Devaney & Ram 1998) have worked
on identifying behaviors in the sort of two dimensional spatial environment which we use here. In particular they
looked at the movement of military troops during battle to
identify behaviors through a combination of “plan recognition, pattern recognition, and object tracking.” However,
they are more focused on the problem of identifying particular repeated patterns of movement among the large amount
of given movement data rather than trying to select a particular model which captures all of the agents’ movements.
Perhaps the most similar work to ATAC is by Intille and
Bobick (1999). They give a framework for recognizing
plays in American football. The plays are given in terms
for goals for the agents and limited temporal constraints between actions. Further, similar to (Charniak & Goldman
1993), they use Bayesian style networks to incorporate observed information.
One important difference between ATAC and other plan
and behavior recognition work is that we are specifically focusing on using the recognized information for purposes for
predicting and adapting to future behavior. We assume that
the opponents will behave similarly to how they performed
in the past (in terms of our models), and use that information
to develop a plan.
Another area of related work is in plan representation.
Doyle, Atkinson, & Doshi(1986) have examined inserting
perceptual expectations into plans based on preconditions
and post-conditions. We attach similar conditions to each
parameterized action or event of the agents.

Temporal constraints have been used by Intille and Bobick(1999) to help in plan recognition. However, the temporal representation we use here is much richer and is used in
execution as well as in plan monitoring.
Currently, we only detect plan failure when preparing to
execute a specific action or when a temporal constraint is
violated. Reece and Tate(1994) have worked on how to add
monitors to plan execution to allow for earlier detection of
execution problems. This would be a useful addition to the
STN representation here.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented the ATAC system for team coaching
which is adaptive to the current adversary. The main contributions of this work are:
1. We present a Simple Temporal Network(Dechter, Meiri,
& Pearl 1991) based plan representation and execution
algorithm for multi-agent plans. The plan representation
expresses temporal coordination and monitoring in a distributed fashion.
2. We give an algorithm for generating a multi-agent plan
for agent movements in the given plan representation.
3. We present a method for adaptation to adversarial strategies based on a naive Bayes classifier over fixed opponent
models. This method could potentially be applied to any
case where a reasonable range of probabilistic models can
be determined before interacting with the adversary.
In the games at RoboCup2000, it was evident that our
team benefited from adaptive setplays. Our ATAC approach
created a variety of setplay plans in adaptation to completely
unknown opponent teams. More targeted empirical comparison on the impact of the technique is challenging but
it is part of our ongoing work. We have just completed an
set of extensive empirical experiments of soccer coaching
techniques which demonstrate that the set play planning described here is an important component a full set of coach
abilities (Riley, Veloso, & Kaminka 2002).
During execution, the agents do not take advantage of opportunities which may occur. For example if an agent ends
up with a good shot on the goal, but the plan is for it to pass,
it will pass the ball anyway. Storing alternate plans and intelligently adding monitors for these plans as in (Veloso, Pollack, & Cox 1998) could make the plan execution usefully
opportunistic.
Simple Temporal Networks is a promising basis for multiagent plans. While the the representation richly expresses
temporal constraints, it could benefit from a more explicit
synchronization representation in terms of the observations
expected for particular nodes.
In this work, the opponent models were written by hand,
but all of the algorithm here could work with models which
are learned by observation of opponents. We plan to continue to explore the area of generating and using opponent
models for fast recognition of behaviors, in order to further
exhibit adaptive, intelligent responses in our agents.
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